How can we save the koala?
Students actively participate and create change to reverse
the decline in koala populations using design thinking and
advocacy.
Koala Smart is free and is aligned to the NSW Syllabus at
Stages 2-3, Victorian Curriculum at Levels 3-6 and Australian
Curriculum at Years 3-6.
Download the Teacher Guide for the overview and curriculum
alignment that best suits your school.

www.koalasmart.org.au
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How can we save the koala?
Koala Smart takes you and your students on a journey designed to engage and activate
students in the real, complex work of saving koalas for the future.
1.The unit begins with a provocation (video, visit or event) to Tune in and Build Empathy
2. Engage with the Lessons to expose students to several key facets of the complex field of koala
conservation so that they Know and Understand that it’s a complex question!

Lesson 1

COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL – Koala Home Ranges
Science | Humanities – Geography

Lesson 2

ECO-BIO-SYSTEMS – Healthy Trees for Healthy Koalas
Science | Humanities – Geography

Lesson 3

FOREST SPIRITS – The Heart of the Bush
English | The Arts

Lesson 4

OUR PLANET, OUR SELVES – The Koala Connection
Science | English

Lesson 5

DESIRABLE FUTURES – Protection for Now, Protection for Tomorrow
HASS – Geography | Civics & Citizenship | English

Lesson 6

CHAMPIONS FOR CHANGE – Shout it to the Treetops
Science | The Arts – Media Arts | English | Careers

Curriculum and Syllabus tables for the six Lessons are available in the Teacher Guides
downloadable from: www.koalasmart.org

3. Don’t just take our word for it – Connect to Experts Who Care. Eleven people tell us about real ways
they are helping koalas, in all different fields. Visit the Koala Smart website to listen to interviews and
download transcripts of each interview with our eleven experts.
4. Define a Focus. Now that students see the complicated picture, what are they going to focus on?
Students begin to take charge! They choose Action – Design thinking
OR Advocacy – Inquiry learning
5. Action – Design Thinking. A simple framework (or use your own) to develop a solution to part of the
problem, as designed by students.
Advocacy – Inquiry Learning. Defining research questions and approaches for a student-led
investigation
6. Test & Share student outcomes! Host a class event, school competition, online jamboree or
celebration and exhibition of student work.

7. Reflect & Dream Big! What if we took the impact of our ideas and multiplied it?
A hopeful finish and final submission or reflection.
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1. Tune in and build empathy
Description:

Aim:

Tuning in is about our first experience of
focusing on the issue of saving the koala.
Empathy is about the ability to share the
feelings or perspectives of others.

To provide a common, memorable
experience that is in line with the
context, resources and needs of the
cohort. This activity should set the tone,
outline the rationale and be a reference
point for the group.

GETTING STARTED
Decide whether or not you will watch and discuss the video from the Port Macquarie Koala Hospital
(below) or engage students in an excursion, incursion or tree-planting experience.

WATCH & DISCUSS
Videos from the Port Macquarie Koala Hospital
are available on this page for Primary and
Secondary age students:
www.koalasmart.org.au/schools-toolkit/1-tunein-build-empathy
Primary student video duration: 6:49 minutes
Secondary student video duration: 9:30 minutes

OR

VISIT & ENGAGE

Create an Excursion
Animal Shelter
Visit an animal shelter where
students can learn how local
wildlife is rescued,
rehabilitated and released.

Bush Walk
Explore a local bush area where
students can discover the Koala's
natural habitat.

Tree Planting
Participate in a local treeplanting day where students can
learn the importance of different
species of trees and how long it
takes for a tree to grow.
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2. Core Lessons
Lesson/Theme

What's it about?
Koala Home Ranges
How habitat loss and disruption of one
koala affects a whole group of koalas,
and why this may not be visible to us
(unless we learn to look!)

Links to:
Science – living things and
environment / genetic diversity
Geography - Mapping

Open the lesson

Healthy Trees for Healthy Koalas
Why healthy trees mean healthy
koalas. Hint: it’s what they eat, and it
has a lot to do with soil and climate.

Science – living things and
environment / genetic diversity
Geography - Mapping

Open the lesson

The Heart of the Bush
History and spirituality and their links
to koalas. Ancient links to koala and
totem. Ways in which people respond
to the fascination koalas hold for
them.

English – persuasive texts and
oral debate
The Arts – Fine Arts, Media
Arts, Drama – interpret and
create art

Open the lesson

The Koala Connection
Choosing and exploring one of the
complex connections between koalas
and the wider environment.

Science – biology, ecology,
environmental science, plant
science
English – plan, draft and
publish informative texts

Open the lesson

Protection for Now: Protection for Tomorrow
Sometimes things aren’t so simple… students
investigate the courses of action realistically available
to a series of specific people in a fictional regional
town. How will they use policy and planning to protect
koala habitat?
Open the lesson

Shout It to the Treetops
The final project! Students choose
one thread, theme or message about
koalas and conservation, then take
the sources provided and create either a podcast or
an article about koalas that informs or persuades.
Open the lesson

Geography - Social and spatial
geography
Civics and Citizenship - local and
state civic processes
English – plan, draft and publish
informative texts including oral
presentations

English – plan, draft and publish persuasive
and informative texts
The Arts / Media Arts – creating media
productions
Science – communicating science concepts
and information
Careers – explore careers in planning and 3
conservation

3. Connect to Experts Who Care
Aim:
to introduce learners to a range of experts,
perspectives and interested people
related to the issue who set up their wish
for how the issue might be solved. These
interviews and profiles show the diverse
people and careers involved in saving the
koala.

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed
citizens can change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing
that ever has.” – Margaret Mead

Connect to an Expert
Many people are working on the difficult
question of how to save the koala. Students
may have encountered some of them in the
Lessons already.
This list includes scientists, policy influencers,
people using technology, and people bringing
traditional knowledge of land and culture to
the question of koala conservation.

Profiles:
On the following pages you will find all
eleven Profiles for you to explore and
share with the class.

Interviews:
On the Koala Smart website, you can download full interviews and transcripts of these eleven
interviews. Interview range in length from 10 to 25 minutes.
Students can extract from the audio files to use in their own podcasts and media works, or use
written quotes for persuasive writing (as in Lessons 5 &6).
OR explore these Profiles to open up students to the hope, dedication, knowledge and expertise
that many people of many different backgrounds are bringing to the important question of koala
conservation.

SNAPSHOT
Capture students’ questions and ideas as they engage with the
Profiles and the full interviews from the website.
Students may be keeping their own Project Journal at this point,
which would be an ideal place to record these ideas.
Who else would students interview? Are there local individuals or people that the class would be
able to connect to interview about their part in saving the koala?
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4. Define a Focus
Description:

Aim:

From this point onwards the student
takes the driving seat of their learning
journey. They choose a focus or action
and an approach. Teachers facilitate and
support, helping to ‘unstick’ projects as
needed.

To facilitate a decision with learners on
how they will apply their knowledge to
design a solution or action, deepen their
curiosity in specific areas of interest or
continue to research & advocate for
koalas.

NOTE for the TEACHER

This section of Koala Smart involves students taking charge of their
projects, in a way that suits their learning style, resources and context:

ACTION – Design Thinking.
Design thinking is a way of understanding
issues and the people affected by them,
resulting in the creation of a prototype or
model of a tangible idea or product.
Use this process if you want to take some
ACTION to save the koala.
Examples of ACTION include planting trees,
or inventions and devices that aid the koala’s
survival

Take Action:
Our very basic framework will walk students
through the process of ideation, selection,
prototyping and testing a student-selected
focus.
If your school uses a Design Thinking process
or structure, you are more than welcome to
plug it in to Koala Smart at this point to
generate student aims, ideas and approaches
that they can prototype and test. If you would
like additional Design Thinking resources, try:
www.ideou.com/pages/design-thinking

ADVOCACY – Inquiry and Research
Inquiry is a process of finding out
information. This approach involves a
process of exploring and that leads to asking
questions, making discoveries, and testing
those discoveries in the search for new
understanding.
Use this process if you are keen to raise your
voice for the issue of saving the koala. This is
known as ADVOCACY.
Examples of ADVOCACY include creating a
policy position, a debate or information
materials such as posters.
Informed Advocates
Use our templates to help students explore and
define the questions they will research and
how, when and where they will communicate. Or
use your own project definition and planning
process.
Flip to pages 7 and 8 if you are following the
Inquiry framework (or substitute in your own).

Flip to page 6 and 8 if you are following the
Design Thinking framework (or substitute in
your own).

Koala Smart can engage our “Critical Friends”, experts in koala conservation and policy, to support
students as they develop their solutions. Please see additional resources for more information
about this valuable tool.
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5a. Design Thinking
Description:

Aim:

To create a solution, take action or make
a prototype of an invention or product to
help save the koala; guide students
through Design Thinking activities that
help them define a problem, ideate
solutions and create a prototype.

To enable students and teams to follow
a disciplined process to reach a high
impact outcome & create a purposeful
output of learning.

Follow the Design Thinking process to create your solution to help save the koala.

DEFINE
Define is all about what you choose to focus on and what you choose to ignore. You use this stage
to look at lots of possible ways to think of your problem before you agree on one problem
statement that you will use in the next stage; coming up with ideas.

IDEATE
Ideate, imagine, develop and express ideas for solutions to the problem. The aim is to generate lots of
ideas, and they can go in lots of different directions. Crazy ideas are welcome and it's important to
suspend all judgement and include everything. Think differently and widely: mash ideas together.

PROTOTYPE
Prototype two or three of the most popular solutions from your work in the ideate stage and
explore them by building models or expressing your idea in a more tangible, real way other than just
words.
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5b. Advocacy & Inquiry
Description:

Aim:

To make recommendation for policy or
influence behaviour change in certain
groups; students will be guided through
the Inquiry activities that will help them
identify a question, gather data and
information and create a policy
statement or informative poster.

To enable students and teams to follow
a disciplined process to reach a high
impact outcome & create a purposeful
output of learning.

IDENTIFY

a possible research question and suitable methods based
on the knowledge, understanding and insights gained so
far in Koala Smart.

GATHER
CREATE

data and information to answer the question.

a policy statement or an informative poster to
change opinions and behaviour.
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Connecting with 'Critical Friends'
Now that you and your students have spent some time delving into the world that our precious
koalas call home, you may be starting to think about and develop ways to make their lives and their
homes a little safer. Would assistance from an expert be useful at this stage?
We’re here to help. Submit an OUTLINE of the concept being developed to Koala Smart and NSW
Department of Planning, Industry & Environment for guidance and/or feedback. Depending on
workload, you should expect a response within two weeks. We will endeavor to link you with the
most appropriate person who is also as local as possible.
It could be an environmental scientist, an ecologist, a Landcare or Koala Hospital volunteer,
Discovery Ranger, or an IT worker. This would be someone who could help shepherd your idea and
give it the best chance of maximising its potential and being applied in your community.
The determination of your Critical Friend will be based on the information you supply, so please give
as much detail as possible. The ultimate goal is to apply your concept in the real world, have your
students’ work recognized, and improve conditions for our koalas.
Your Critical Friend could make a difference and help you achieve this.
Submit a Critical Friends request here:
www.koalasmart.org.au/schools-toolkit/critical-friends/
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6. Test & Share
Description:

Aim:

Talk to peers, share ideas, celebrate wins
and shout it loud to the community!
Host a class event, school competition,
online jamboree or celebration and
exhibition of student work.

To bring all students together to
submit/share/celebrate/recognise their
journey of creation and discovery in
becoming Koala Smart.

Share & Celebrate:

Use One of our examples, or create your own!

Host a Class Event
Make a class exhibit where students can present their works, invite
guests or the local radio station to see the student's efforts.

School Competition
Create a competition in the school where
students can vote for their favourite solutions
and win a prize!

Virtual Jamboree
Create an online event, showcasing students’
efforts, style it after an official convention.

Submit your Solutions to Koala Smart
Due: THIRD WEEK OF TERM 4
All projects are evaluated for further development.
Successful, practical ideas will be offered resources to take them a step closer
towards real-world application, with assistance from the NSW Department of
Planning, Industry & Environment, the Port Macquarie Koala Hospital and Port
Macquarie – Tacking Point Lions Club.
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Assessment
This template can be used for student self-reflection, peer assessment, growth
conversations, testing of ideas or judging of work for school or community awards.
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7. Reflect & Dream BIG!
Description:

Aim:

Students get inspired to take the next
step, find ways to take ongoing care and
action in support of koalas in the wild.

To dream through a hypothetical
exercise around making their idea 10x
bigger / more ambitious / higher impact
/ involvement allows students to
moonshot for their final connection in
the program, inspiring them beyond
Koala Smart.

Congratulate your students! You have reached the end of the
Koala Smart journey but it may not be the end of your
relationship with, and advocacy for the koala.

WATCH the ‘Moonshot’ video with the class
(duration 3:46 minutes)

Ask students

https://youtu.be/pEr4j8kgwOk

WHAT IF… WE COULD AMPLIFY
THE IMPACT OF OUR VOICE?

Consider the rule of 10x and be brave!

Discuss this as your reflection on your Koala Smart experience

Consider the following prompts:

Moonshot Thinking:

What if you could reach 10x more
people with your idea?

Moonshot thinking encourages us to go
beyond any scales we’ve considered before.

Can you think beyond your class or community
to the whole state or country?

Reach 10x more people?
Have impact 10x faster?
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Submit your Solutions to Koala Smart
Due: THIRD WEEK OF TERM 4
All projects are evaluated for further development.
Successful, practical ideas will be offered resources to take them a step closer towards
real-world application, with assistance from the NSW Department of Planning, Industry
& Environment, the Port Macquarie Koala Hospital and Port Macquarie – Tacking Point
Lions Club.

Submit your solutions at:
www.koalasmart.org.au/schools-toolkit/student-submissions/
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